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After more than 12 years of computerized research of Quran, PHYSICAL EVIDENCE was

discovered proving that Quran is indeed the infallible word of God. This discovery became very

popular among the Muslim masses throughout the world, and summaries of the work were printed

and distributed by the millions. My personal popularity soared along with this most exciting, and

most humbling, discovery.The continued research then unveiled a startling fact; that the extremely

popular "Hadith & Sunna" have nothing to do with the prophet Muhammad, and that adherence

thereto represents flagrant disobedience of God and His final prophet (Quran 6:112 & 25:31).This

finding contradicts the beliefs of Muslim masses everywhere. Consequently, my personal popularity,

and even the popularity of the Quran's miracle, plunged to the point of endangering my life and

reputation. As it turned out, telling the Muslims that "Hadith & Sunna" are Satanic inventions is the

same as telling the Christians that Jesus is not the son of God.Since the recognition of "Hadith &

Sunna" as Satanic innovations is supported by PHYSICAL EVIDENCE, all freethinking people will

accept the findings reported in this book. For such people, the results include a totally new sense of

salvation, and full awareness that the Muslim masses have fallen victim to Satan's schemes.
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For,so,long Islammhas been degraded because of its time long belief in Hadiths almost replacing

the Quran with them. It seems that so many wrongs and injustices have been committed by

following Hadiths from wife beating, to the age of A'isha to disunity amongst Muslims.Now at last a

true Muslimhas said what should have been said long ago that the Wuran is the ONLY authority in

Islam.Whenever people attack Islam they use Hadiths not so much the Quran because there are

enough translations to cross check and get the meaning that was intended. But Hadiths are

destructive. When people just tonight attacked Muhammad and Islam using Hadiths I said to them

that I only recognise the Quran as the Word of God nothing else. They have ceased to attack me

because Hadiths were their main weapon and when I disarmed them of that they stopped attacking

.THEN by complete chance, or was it, I came across this book and I read a bit of the introduction

and immediately bought it.Dear Dr Rashad. Do not be sad. God, Allah is very well pleased that you

are speaking the truth and reeducating others and they will eventually abandon these harmful

Hadiths.How do they defend the hadiths that A'isha was 9 years old? They can't. Yet with the Quran

we know the age of puberty must take place before marriage and Muhammad would have obeyed

that so she was not a minor. But they point to the Hadith and slander and defame Islam and say

terrible things about Muhammad which are all lies from Hadiths probably written by enemies.God

bless you eternally.

Amazing eye opener for those who thinks that he need Hadiths to understand or interpret Quran.

Read it!!!

This book clearly describe the reasons for misconceptions and corruptions in the Islamic world. it

shows how man made laws entered into the peaceful religion of Islam after prophet died by story

writers and story tellers. The laws of religion of Islam are simple and similar to the all other

monotheist religions at their origins. I highly recommend this book for those who are interested to

understand Islam.

excellent book!!!may he rest in peace.

The entire point of this book is to deceive Muslims into believing that the Hadith and Sunnah, i.e the

actions, sayings and recommendations of the Prophet Muhammad (SAW) are not part of Islam and



the Quran alone should be followed. Any rational person whether muslim or not will understand that

the the Prophet is the living example and interpretation of the Quran and it is imposible to follow

Quran without following Sunnah. for example the Quran instructs to perform Salaah, fast, to make

Hajj etc but the Quran does not explain exactly each posture, rite and rule of these acts of worship,

this is to be done in the way it was shown by the Prophet. In fact the very Quran that Dr Khalifa says

we should follow exclusively repeats in many places that we should obey Allah and follow the

Prophet (SAW) so to say that we should only follow the Quran means also that we follow the

Prophet (SAW).
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